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Relations for classical communication capacity and entanglement capability
of two-qubit operations
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Bipartite operations underpin both classical communication and entanglement generation. Using a superpo-
sition of classical messages, we show that the capacity of a two-qubit operation for error-free entanglement-
assisted bidirectional classical communication cannot exceed twice the entanglement capability. In addition, we
show that any bipartite two-qubit operation can increase the communication that may be performed using an
ensemble by twice the entanglement capability.
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Classical communication can only occur between t
systems via an interaction—that is, a bipartite or multipar
operation. Similarly, interactions are essential for genera
entanglement between two systems. We establish relat
between the capacities for bipartite operations to perfo
these two tasks.

In the static case there is equality between entanglem
and shared classical information. The Schmidt decomp
tion of a bipartite stateuF&5(nAlnuwn&uxn&, with uwn& and
uxn& orthonormal bases for the two systemsA andB, has an
entropy of entanglement given byE52(nln log2 ln @1#.
This entropy of entanglement is also the mutual informati
That is, if systemA is measured in the basisuwn& and system
B is measured in the basisuxn&, then identical results will be
obtained. The two sets of measurement results will th
share mutual informationE. The mutual information, which
is classical, equals the entropy of entanglement, which
quantum. Of course, this mutual information cannot be u
for communication as the measurement results are obta
in a completely random way, and not on the basis of pre
isting information.

It is known that there is equality for some simple ope
tions. The controlled-NOT ~CNOT! operation can increase en
tanglement by a maximum of one ebit~an ebit is the en-
tanglement contained in one Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen p!.
Similarly it is possible to use aCNOT to communicate one bi
in each direction simultaneously@2#. Analogously theSWAP

gate ~which exchanges the quantum states of two qub!
may produce a maximum of two ebits or perform two bits
communication in both directions simultaneously using
perdense coding@3,4#. In these two cases, the classical co
munication capacity in each direction is identical to the e
tanglement capability. It is reasonable to hypothesize
this may be true for all two-qubit operations.

To establish relations, it is useful to consider the entang
ment that is generated by a superposition of classical m
sages. We employ this concept to prove an inequality
tween the entanglement capability and the error-free class
communication capacity. This result is compared with
recent result of Bennettet al. ~BHLS! @5#, where the classica
communication is not assisted by entanglement; i.e.,
tanglement is not provided as a ‘‘free resource.’’ We th
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derive initial ensembles such that the communication t
can be performed using these ensembles may be increas
the entanglement capability via a two-qubit operation.

We adopt the BHLS terminology, and their paper provid
an excellent background on the mathematical foundations
studying entanglement capability and classical commun
tion capacity. The maximum increase in entanglement t
may be produced by a single implementation of the tra
form U is denotedEU . The case of a single implementatio
of U is sufficient to establish this bound as it is not possi
to generate more entanglement per operation via mult
operations@5#. In this paper we quantify the entanglement
the entropy of entanglement, and employ base-2 logarith
so EU is in units of ebits.

In addition, we adopt the BHLS definitions for th
asymptotic communication capacities. The bidirection
communication is described by the pair of numbe
(R→ ,R←). The pair (R→ ,R←) is said to be ‘‘achievable’’ if,
for any e.0, there exists at such that it is possible to com
municatetR→ bits from Alice to Bob andtR← bits from Bob
to Alice with fidelity 12e via t applications ofU inter-
spersed with local unitary operations. The explicit ma
ematical expression for this is given by BHLS. The to
capacity is then defined by

C1
E 5sup$R→1R← :~R→ ,R←! is achievable byU%, ~1!

where the superscriptE indicates that any arbitrary amoun
of entanglement is allowed to assist communication. T
case where no additional entanglement is allowed to as
communication is denoted byC1 ~we do not consider this
case!.

In this paper we consider the case of error-free commu
cation (e50) for simplicity. We denote the capacity fo
error-free communication byC̄1

E . It is shown in Ref.@6# that
the same results are obtained for imperfect communicatio
the limit e→0. In order to derive an inequality forC̄1

E , we
consider a quantum superposition of classical messages.
technique is similar to that applied by BHLS to derive t
inequalityEU>C1 . Let us consider a protocol that transmi
na bits from Alice to Bob andnb bits from Bob to Alice, with
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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t uses ofU. By taking sufficiently larget, the total bidirec-
tional communication per operation, (na1nb)/t, can be
made arbitrarily close toC̄1

E .
We consider an input stateux&A1

uy&B1
uc&A2B2

, where sub-

systemA1 contains Alice’s messagex and subsystemB1 con-
tains Bob’s messagey. A2 and B2 are auxiliary subsystem
possessed by Alice and Bob, respectively, and may con
as much entanglement as is necessary in order to perform
entanglement assisted communication. Viat applications of
U, together with local unitary transformations, we obtain t
output stateuhxy&5uy&A1

ux&B1
ucxy&A2B2

. That is, the messag
y is transferred to Alice,x is transferred to Bob, and th
auxiliary subsystemsA2 andB2 are left in a state which may
in general, depend onx andy.

The change in the entanglement is then

DExy5S@TrB2
~ ucxy&A2B2

!] 2S@TrB2
~ uc&A2B2

!], ~2!

for S(r)52Tr(r log2 r), and adopting the convention tha
TrX(uc&)[TrX(uc&^cu).

Now we may consider the case that the inputA1 is maxi-
mally entangled with another ancillaA3, and similarly for
B1. Then the input state is

22(na1nb)/2(
xy

ux&A1
ux&A3

uy&B1
uy&B3

uc&A2B2
, ~3!

and the output state is

22(na1nb)/2(
xy

uy&A1
ux&A3

ux&B1
uy&B3

ucxy&A2B2
. ~4!

The increase in the entanglement fort applications ofU is
then

DE5SF22(na1nb)(
xy

uy&A1
^yux&A3

^xuTrB2
~ ucxy&A2B2

!G
2S@TrB2

~ uc&A2B2
!]

5~na1nb!122(na1nb)(
xy

S@TrB2
~ ucxy&A2B2

!]

2S@TrB2
~ uc&A2B2

!]

5~na1nb!122(na1nb)(
xy

DExy . ~5!

For sufficiently larget, we may obtain (na1nb)/t'C̄1
E with

arbitrary accuracy. In addition letEU
2 denote the maximum

amount by whichU can decrease the entanglement. W
therefore obtain the inequalityDE/t>C̄1

E 2EU
2 , implying

EU1EU
2>C̄1

E . ~6!

For the case of two-qubit operations, we may simplify th
result. In this case the maximum increase in the entan
mentEU is equal to the maximum decrease in the entang
ment EU

2 , which may be shown in the following way. An
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two-qubit interactionU is equivalent, up to local operations
to an operation of the form@7#

Ud5exp@2 i ~a1s1^ s11a2s2^ s21a3s3^ s3!#, ~7!

wheresk for kP$1,2,3% are the Pauli operators. As entangl
ment capability and classical communication capacity are
dependent of local operations, we may restrict to operati
of this form. It is then simple to show thatUd* 5Ud

†5Ud
21 .

As discussed in Ref.@7#, for any measure of entangleme
E(uC&)5E(uC* &). This means that, if the operationUd act-
ing on the stateuC& generates the maximum increase in e
tanglement, then this operation performed on the s
Ud* uC* & decreases the entanglement byEU . Therefore, the
operation may decrease the entanglement at least as mu
it may increase it. Similarly it is simple to show the co
verse, and thereforeEU5EU

2 . Thus, we find that, for two-
qubit operations, we have the inequality

2EU>C̄1
E . ~8!

This means that the sum of the communication capaci
in each direction cannot be greater than twice the entan
ment capability. As mentioned above, in the case of aCNOT

or SWAP operation there is equality. That is, the communic
tion that may be performed in each direction is equal toEU ,
for a total of 2EU . It would be convenient if we were able t
apply a similar argument to prove the converse. That is, if
were able to decompose any operation creating entanglem
into a superposition of classical messages, then we woul
able to prove 2EU<C̄1

E and therefore equality. Unfortu
nately, it does not appear to be possible to establish su
direct equivalence between classical communication and
tanglement generation in this way. Nevertheless, we w
show that, via a two-qubit operation with an entanglem
capability of EU , it is possible to increase the communic
tion that can be performed in each direction using an
semble byEU bits.

We will now describe how to obtain initial ensembles f
two-qubit operations such that the Holevo information m
be increased byEU under operationU. In general, for clas-
sical messagei, Bob receives the reduced density matrixr i .
When messagei is encoded with probabilitypi , we have the
output ensembleE5$pi ,r i%. Similarly, we will denote the
ensemble of pure states shared by Alice and Bob byE
5$pi ,uc i&AB%. We use the subscriptA to indicate the entire
subsystem held by Alice andB to indicate the entire sub
system held by Bob. The Holevo informationx for ensemble
E is given by

x~E!5SS (
i

pir i D 2(
i

piS~r i !. ~9!

This communication may be achieved via coding over m
tiple states@8,9#.

The entanglement-assisted communication capacity
single direction is@5#

C→
E 5sup$R:~R,0! is achievable byU%. ~10!
2-2
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As the two-qubit operation is symmetric between Alice a
Bob, all results for this case also apply to communication
the opposite directionC←

E . BHLS show thatC→
E is given by

C→
E 5sup

E
@x~TrAUE!2x~TrAE!#. ~11!

Similarly to BHLS, we adopt the notation convention

UE5$pi ,Uuc i&AB%, ~12!

TrAE5$pi ,TrA~ uc i&AB!%. ~13!

The reason why the communication rate is of the form
a difference in the Holevo information is that, for anye,d
.0, for sufficiently largen it is possible to constructn cop-
ies of the ensembleE with fidelity 12e using communica-
tion n@x(TrAE)1d# @10,11#. In the limit of smalle and d,
this means thatx(TrAE) bits are required for construction o
each ensembleE. The communication that may be performe
after the operationU is thenx(TrAUE). As communication
x(TrAE) was required to construct the ensemble, the ad
tional communication per operation is as given by Eq.~11!.

In order to see how to obtain communication equal toEU ,
note that the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~9! is
the average of the entanglement of the coding states. Th
fore, if each of the initial statesuc i&AB are chosen such tha
the entanglement of these states is decreased by the m
mumEU by operationU, then the second term in Eq.~9! will
be decreased byEU by the operation. If the first term is
constant, then the total communication will beEU .

In order to obtain such an ensemble, let us start with
initial stateuC& such that the entanglement is decreased
the maximumEU via operationU. We then wish to find a se
of operations$Vi

AVi
B%, whereVi

A are local operations on Al
ice’s side,Vi

B are local operations on Bob’s side, andVi

[Vi
AVi

B commutes withU. This means that each stateVi uC&
will have its entanglement decreased byEU for operationU.
We also require( i piTrA(Vi uf&) to be a multiple of the iden-
tity for all input statesuf&. Then

(
i

piTrA~UVi uC&)5(
i

piTrA~ViUuC&)}1. ~14!

This means that the first term on the right side of Eq.~9! will
be unchanged by the operationU, and therefore that the tota
one-way communication possible isEU .

Let us consider the case that, in addition to the two qu
upon whichU acts, Alice and Bob each possess one auxili
qubit. It has been found@12# that the maximal increase i
entanglement may be achieved using only one auxiliary
bit on each side, and no improvements are obtained u
additional auxiliary qubits. We will label Alice’s auxiliary
qubit 1, the two qubits upon whichU acts that Alice and Bob
possess as 2 and 3, respectively, and Bob’s auxiliary qub
4. For simplicity, and without loss of generality, we wi
restrict to operationsU given in the form~7!. In this case the
operatorss i

(2)
^ s i

(3) for i P$0,1,2,3%, commute withU. We
take the notation convention thats0 is the identity and the
04030
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superscripts indicate the qubits upon which these opera
act. Similarly the operatorss i

(1)
^ s i

(4) commute withU. Let
us then consider the set of 16 operators$s i 8

(1)s i
(2)s i

(3)s i 8
(4)%.

Given a single stateuC& for which U decreases the entangle
ment by EU , we obtain a set of 16 state
$s i 8

(1)s i
(2)s i

(3)s i 8
(4)uC&% for which the entanglement will be

decreased byEU . In addition, it is easily shown that, for an
two-qubit stater,

(
i i 8

s i
(3)s i 8

(4)rs i
(3)s i 8

(4)}1. ~15!

This implies that

(
i i 8

Tr12~s i 8
(1)s i

(2)s i
(3)s i 8

(4)uC&)}1. ~16!

Thus, we find that, by coding with equal probabilitiespii 8
51/16 each of the 16 statess i 8

(1)s i
(2)s i

(3)s i 8
(4)uC&, it is pos-

sible to communicateEU bits in one direction using opera
tion U.

Next we consider the more complicated case of bidir
tional communication. Leti be the classical message e
coded by Alice andj be the classical message encoded
Bob. The output ensemble is thenE5$pi ,qj ,uc i j &AB%. We
will denote the bidirectional communication that it is po
sible to perform using ensembleE by x↔(E). We also define

DxU
↔5sup

E
@x↔~UE!2x↔~E!#. ~17!

We again consider a stateuC& such thatU decreases the
entanglement by the maximumEU . Alice encodes via the se
of 16 operators$s i 8

(1)s i
(2)s i

(3)s i 8
(4)% and Bob encodes via th

16 operators$s j 8
(1)s j

(2)s j
(3)s j 8

(4)%. Note that Alice and Bob’s
operators commute, so the order in which these operators
applied is irrelevant. We therefore have a total ensemble
256 states

E5$pii 8 ,qj j 8 ,s i 8
(1)s i

(2)s i
(3)s i 8

(4)s j 8
(1)s j

(2)s j
(3)s j 8

(4)uC&%,
~18!

where we takepii 85qj j 851/16. As each of the operator
applied by Alice and Bob commutes withU @for U in the
form ~7!#, the entanglement will be decreased byEU for all
of these states.

For this type of bidirectional ensemble, the bidirection
communication that it is possible to perform is given by@6#

x↔~E!5x→~TrAE!1x←~TrBE!, ~19!

where we have defined

x→E5(
j

qjFSS (
i

pir i j D 2(
i

piS~r i j !G , ~20!

x←E5(
i

piFSS (
j

qjr i j D 2(
j

qjS~r i j !G , ~21!
2-3
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for the ensembleE5$pi ,qj ,r i j %.
Now using the relation~15!, we find that

(
i i 8

Tr12~s i 8
(1)s i

(2)s i
(3)s i 8

(4)s j 8
(1)s j

(2)s j
(3)s j 8

(4)uC&)}1 ~22!

and

(
j j 8

Tr34~s i 8
(1)s i

(2)s i
(3)s i 8

(4)s j 8
(1)s j

(2)s j
(3)s j 8

(4)uC&)}1.

~23!

These relations mean that the first terms in the sums in E
~20! and ~21! are constant under the action of operationU.
As the entanglementS(r i j ) decreases byEU for each state,
we find that the total communication that it is possible
perform in each direction using the ensemble is increase
EU , for a total increase of 2EU .

Thus, we have shown the sequence of inequalitiesC̄1
E

<2EU<DxU
↔ . From Ref.@6#, the same results are obtaine

for asymptotically perfect communication as for error-fr
communication, soC1

E <2EU<DxU
↔ . We conjecture that

similarly to the case for communication in a single directi
@10,11#, we may obtainn copies of the ensemble of statesE
using bidirectional communication ofn@x↔(E)1d#. In the
limit of large n, this would imply that the ensembleE may be
constructed using bidirectional communication per ensem
04030
s.

by

le

x↔(E). Given this conjecture, we may achieve an avera
bidirectional communication ofC1

E 5DxU
↔ per operationU,

using a scheme equivalent to that considered by BHLS
the case of communication in a single direction. Toget
with the above results, this would imply thatC1

E is equal to
twice the entanglement capability of the operation. That
we may communicateEU bits in each direction per opera
tion.

In summary, we have shown that any two-qubit operat
U can increase the communication that may be perform
using an ensemble by an amount equal to the entanglem
capability ofU. This applies both to cases of communicati
in just one direction and communication in both directio
simultaneously. Furthermore, if the conjecture that the ini
pure-state ensembleE may be constructed using as muc
classical communication as can be performed using this
semble~in the limit of a large number of samples! is valid,
then the total communication that may be performed in e
direction per operation equals the entanglement capab
EU in the limit of a large number of operations. Even if th
conjecture is not valid~which would be very interesting in
itself!, we have established that, for arbitraryU, there exists
E such that the communication that can be performed us
this ensemble increases byEU after application ofU to E.
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